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This story is about unintended consequences, is entirely factual (with a facility name changed),
and took place from 23-24 December, 2022.

I was just dozing off, tired beyond the point of easily falling into restful sleep, when my phone
lying on the floor next to the couch rang. I fumbled in the dancing orange light coming through
the window on the wood stove I had been feeding all night before getting the phone in my hand
and flipping the blinding white screen to face me. Through bleary eyes I saw that it was 4:45
AM before successfully swiping the wiggling answer button up. "Goo-ood morning, Adam! Hey,
sorry to wake ya there partner, but we've got a problem at Fieldbank". The friendly, calm
western accent of one of our control system engineers competed only with the sound of a fierce,
frigid wind howling past the French doors at the back of the room. (Fieldbank is a fake name
substituted for the real name of a grid scale battery storage asset that we manage in the PJM
energy market, swapped because customer details are confidential).

Like many folks in the US, I had the day before Christmas Eve off. I spent it with my family
bringing baked goods and cards to my neighbors and being outside loading a truck with hay
while braving the northwest wind blowing off the Allegheny Mountains into the valley where I live
on a 37 acre hobby farm. The lower Shenandoah valley of Virginia seldom faces subzero
weather, but it does occasionally happen and I measured -1 F outside my house late that night.
This is significant because this area specifically and the mid-Atlantic area of the country more
generally have ditched oil and propane heat for heat pumps over the past couple of decades -
there isn't natural gas distribution outside of larger towns and cities in much of the mid and deep
south.

–

For the situation I am about to describe to make sense you have to understand how heat pumps
work and a little about the bulk electric system that runs them. A heat pump is simply an air
conditioner that reverses its refrigerant flow to suck heat from the outside and deposit it inside
when in heating mode. The really slick thing about these is that it is possible to move more than
one unit of thermal energy from the outdoors to the indoor heated space for every unit of
electrical energy used to run the refrigeration system. This works great until it gets cold - how
cold varies widely depending on the specific heat pump in question and how it's installed - but
generally a conventional system stops moving more thermal energy than it uses somewhere
between the single digits above zero and twenties Fahrenheit. Some newer products can
effectively move heat with a good multiplier (called COP, or Coefficient of Performance) below
zero F, but most cannot and are set to switch to some form of backup or supplement with
auxiliary heat as high as 40 degrees F.

This backup heat source is sometimes oil or propane, but most of the time it's electric resistance
heaters which convert electricity to heat with a COP of 1 (1 watt of electricity becomes 1 watt of
heat imparted to the air). Heating a typical American home with an electric resistance heater



sucks a lot of power: 20 kW for my home with an in-law apartment and 15 kW at both of the
homes of nearby family members that I care for, for example. These numbers are significant
because on average, depending on the part of the country, the demand from a single family
home is on the order of 1 kW. I am using the instantaneous demand values in kW instead of
energy consumed over an hour, kWh, for a reason, please bear with me.

Electricity does not bunch up or compress in the wire the way natural gas can be shoved into a
pipe at a rate lower or faster than it is pulled out. This makes the real time balancing function of
a power grid really important because instantaneous over or under generation will result in
protective controls tripping and a cascading shutdown of possibly the whole system. Once
stopped, a bulk electric system is complicated and time consuming to start, so avoiding this
situation is of paramount importance. The bulk electric grids around the world work by matching
supply with demand instantaneously, and having various forms of reserves and scheduling
mechanisms for generators to match their output to demand over the course of the day and in
the face of various contingencies.

In North America we have the North American Electric Reliability Corporation, or NERC, which
prescribes the standards which must be followed by all interconnected bulk electric systems
from part of northern Mexico all the way up into Canada. These systems must all play by the
same rules because they're connected together into four large systems: the Eastern
Interconnection, which runs from Florida into north-central Canada, The Western
Interconnection, which runs from Baja-California, Mexico into west-central Canada, and Texas
and Quebec, which each have their own isolated systems (sort of isolated: they both have
AC-DC-AC coupling to neighboring systems but those interfaces can move a limited amount of
power). The instantaneous measure of the difference between supply and demand in a given
RTO, net of exchanges with neighboring RTOs, is called the Area Control Error, or ACE, and
NERC generally (some RTOs have modified rules) requires that RTOs target +/- 500 MW
(500,000 kW) in an oscillation that crosses from positive to negative every fifteen minutes.

OK, so we've got interconnected BAs and RTOs, some of which are also open markets, that
must all match their supply to demand including carrying generation in reserve in accordance to
a unified set of rules. When supply does not meet expected demand the RTOs can
export/import both power itself or the option to quickly ramp up power generation (called
reserves) with each other to the extent that the transmission network can carry these flows. The
open market RTOs also use price signals to incent generation to be built in the first place
(capacity), to generate electricity (multiple time scales of energy markets), and to hold supply in
reserve to handle sudden disturbances and maintain real time supply/demand balance (called
different types of reserves and regulation). When the RTO runs out of supply to meet demand
NERC prescribes organizing the actions taken to deal with the manure hitting the propeller into
into three stages of emergencies: EEA-1, -2, and -3, which basically go from getting all of the
generation that can be online to being online to reducing voltage to try to reduce load, to
shedding load involuntarily (rolling blackouts).



When I did my training as a bulk generation operator, it was impressed upon me that an RTO
going into any level of EEA is a very big deal, EEA-3 is (or was) a few times in a career type of
situation. It was further highlighted that at least one person will die as the result of any outage
of the bulk electric system, typically from carbon monoxide poisoning by improperly running a
portable generator or gas space heater indoors.

–

Back to Friday evening. One of the services that my employer provides its customers is
operational support for energy assets to operate in the various RTO markets in the US and
some of their equivalents globally. These assets range from demand response, battery energy
storage (either in fleets of many small networked devices or individual power plant scale bulk
installations), and various forms of traditional power generation including natural gas, hydro, and
large scale wind and solar. I oversee the teams that staff the 24/7 energy dispatching center
and integrate the real time control systems which connect these assets to their respective
RTOs. We get all kinds of alerts and notifications from the RTOs we operate in ranging from the
mundane to the critical, many of which are available to the public online. PJM, the RTO which
includes the US mid-Atlantic out west to Chicago, started issuing routine alerts ahead of the
cold weather but these alerts became progressively more concerning as the evening wore on.
ISO New England, the RTO that covers the six New England states (except a small part of
northern Maine in the NMISA - my favorite piece of US energy market trivia), and the NYISO
(NY state's RTO) faced a natural gas shortage (most of their generation is natural gas fired),
which complicated the issue of sharing reserves between regions (you can't borrow from your
neighbor what they don't have).

I check energy market conditions the way that some people incessantly check social media or
sports scores on their smartphones. I knew it would get interesting Friday afternoon so this was
no exception. I was working on a tractor engine in my workshop with the wood stove roaring to
fight the wind that was rattling the overhead doors when I paused to take a peek. There it was:
PJM's real time price for energy had gone from $650 to $1749 ahead of the 5 PM increase in
load. $650 per megawatt-hour is a lot, anything over $1,000 is noteworthy but typically short
lived. The real time price in PJM is calculated every five minutes so I waited to see if it went
down and was amazed to see $3,142 come up next. I pulled up the PJM emergency procedure
viewer and saw that some of there were post contingency ("contingency" meaning something
unexpected and bad happened, like a generator tripping offline or a transmission line tripping)
load relief actions happening (meaning that the result of the contingency is that load must be
shed as there is no transmission or generation available to pick it up locally). That's not good.

Through hour ending 18 (the 5-6 PM hour) the situation escalated: a pre-emergency load
management action was issued by PJM at 5:30 PM (demand response with capacity market
obligations is deployed) and at the same time a Maximum Generation Emergency Action was
issued (this means that specific emergency procedures may be required and this specific alert is
not often seen). Fifteen minutes later PJM moved to EEA-2: emergency load reduction (short of



rolling blackouts) was initiated, and it wasn't quite 6 PM yet on a night expected to see
multi-year low temperatures.

Things subsided in PJM (prices fell below $1,000/MW/hr) at about 10 PM but the cold was really
starting to set in. My neighbor came by and we brainstormed how to keep his poultry houses
warm (stacking hay bales as a windbreak did the trick). I had both the wood stove in my
basement and the one in my workshop running wide open. Then, for the first time since moving
into this home, both of my heat pumps couldn't keep up and fell back to emergency heat. 20
kW of resistance heat plus the heat pumps were still running and whatever other loads in the
house likely totaled 25-28 kW of instantaneous demand. Usually as the day goes into the
evening and overnight the load on the grid falls, but in this case millions of other homes were
also testing the limit at which their heat pumps could effectively heat and kicking on backup
resistance heating to the tune of a multi-hundred percent increase in load. On the supply side
the situation with natural gas generation was deteriorating as units either switched to oil, shut
down due to gas curtailment, or had other issues.

11 PM: "A Maximum Generation Emergency/Load Management Alert and an EEA1 have been
issued for 12.24.2022 . Maximum Generation Emergency has been called into the operating
capacity. Per M-13, Generation Dispatchers should provide PJM with an estimate of the amount
of time they need to return to service any generator on a Planned Outage. This 'Early Return
Time' should be updated via eDART, and will not affect the Planned Outage estimated end
date."

PJM is trying to get any generation which is offline for maintenance to come back online. I'm
thinking of my tractor project out in my shop with the engine in pieces and how there are
combustion turbines, steam boilers, and other equipment in similar states across the region with
their owners assessing how quickly, at 11 PM on Friday, December 23, they can get those
machines back together and online (let alone get parts and people to do the work overnight
going into a holiday weekend). I stuffed the wood stove and turned the heat pumps/backup heat
down to try and do my part and went to sleep on the couch by the wood stove after checking on
the systems I am responsible for. I dozed off then was awoken by a control system alarm at
1:19 AM: the connection to one of the redundant links to PJM had gone into a faulted state then
recovered, a spurious event but being awake I checked the situation and saw that PJM had
deployed 100% of a type of its reserves system wide at 12:04 AM - something that doesn't
happen too often, usually when a large generator trips somewhere. This is possibly the worst
possible time to be losing generation.

I check the wood stove and drift back off. Then, the call at the start of the story comes in. I am
awake as quickly as I can be and start digging into why a battery energy storage plant that we
run for a customer in PJM has dropped offline. My good natured colleague from western
Colorado walks me through what happened while I was sleeping and I am also flipping through
the alerts that have come in since I was last awake: two more 100% synchronized reserves
events in two hours! I pull up a plot of the ACE: that normally +/- 500 MW oscillation happy
range is dipping to nearly 3,000 MW of undergeneration and the pattern is spiking up as



reserves are activated then the system continues to degrade rather than bounce back (see the
chart below). This is bad. Really bad.

I walk my colleague through restarting the customer battery storage site, which had tripped
offline due to the distribution circuit it's connected to dropping out then coming back (I'm
wondering if we're already in EEA-3 in the back of my head: rolling blackouts). We get the site
going and I conference in our 24/7 desk to inform them of this fact and get the battery
rescheduled in the market. Jacob, one of our night operators, answers and I ask how it's going:
he says the PJM all-calls have been ringing off the hook. No EEA-3 in PJM, yet, but we're
potentially moments away and prices have been crazy in NY and ISO New England as well.

I stagger off the couch and completely shut my heat pumps off - now entirely running in
emergency backup heat because it's -1 and windy out - and light the propane fireplace upstairs.
The LP fireplace is vented and has a small heat exchanger with fan in it, so it's legitimately a
space heating appliance as opposed to a decoration. I go out to my shop and stoke the wood
stove there and make sure my diesel generator is fueled and check the oil. This machine may
need to run soon, and for a while as it's not forecast to warm up for days.

By about 8 AM on December 24 the situation had stabilized but the frequency regulation signal
for our resources providing regulation to PJM, which usually oscillates back and forth, was
flatlined hard to one limit for tens of minutes at a time. This is unusual and further belied the
severity of the condition on the system. The day of Christmas Eve was electrically uneventful,
but we went back through the same situation that night: PJM went back into EEA-1 at about 10
PM on the 24th and I left my heat pumps off with the wood stove and LP fireplace blasting all
night. I also shut my electric water heater off and we awoke to a clear, cold morning on
Christmas with our power on though folks to our south in NC, SC, and parts of the seven states
supplied by the Tennessee Valley Authority did not; they did go into EEA-3 and had rolling
blackouts.

–

So what's the upshot of all this? I think the actions I took to heat my home are a pretty good
analog to what we need to have happen at the bulk electric system level to prevent future, larger
EEA-3 situations or even wide scale blackouts (and associated deaths): I have fuel diversity.
Normally I heat with a heat pump, but I have wood stoves and an LP fireplace fed by a big



underground fuel tank which is on my property. I knew to curtail my electric usage and had
solutions to replace the heat at the ready as well as a backup generator and bulk farm diesel
fuel tank to run it on for weeks if needed.

Not everyone has 37 acres of fields and woods to harvest dead fall timber from for firewood or
an LP fireplace set up to be safely used as a heat source, or the awareness of what's happening
on the grid to know to switch over to them. Everyone faced with this situation should, however,
have a desire to keep their and their neighbors’ lights and heat one while making efficient use of
resources. To that end bulk power generation should span as many technologies as possible to
mitigate our current dependence on largely natural gas for flexibility, which is not stored on site
and is not always available. Battery storage is well suited to provide reserves and regulation,
but not sustained energy response over the course of many hours. Fuel secure baseload
generation should be replaced as it is retired; to not do so will further imperil the reliability of the
system.


